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THE FORGOTTEN FUNDAMENTALS OF THE ENERGY CRISIS (1)
Albert A. Bartlett
Department of Physics and Astrophysics
University of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado, 80309
"Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored"; Aldous Huxley.
1.

INTRODUCTION

.

3.

THE POWER OF POWERS OF TWO

Papers at an energy conference may tend
to deal with details. The details are
important, but only if they relate to
the national or global picture. We know
that an energy crisis has motivated us
to look at all manner of detail in regard
to our own particular uses of energy.
We hear political leaders of the United
States speaking of "energy self-suffi
ciency" and of "Project Independence".
We have the vague feeling that arctic
oil from Alaska will relieve the energy
crisis, and we are told that the United
States is in good shape in the long run
because of our vast deposits of coal.
What are the facts?

If you place one grain of wheat on the
first square of a chessboard, 2 on the
second, 4 on the third, 8 on the fourth,
16 on the 5th, etc. you will have 2fe^
grains on the 64th square and the total
grains on the board will be one grain
less than 2°**. How much wheat is 2fcl+
grains? Simple arithmetic shows that it
is approximately 500 times the current
annual harvest of wheat in the entire
world; an amount that is probably larger
than all the wheat that has been harvested
in the history of the earth'. How did we
get to this enormous number? We started
with one grain of wheat and we doubled
it a mere 63 times!

Rather than take you into the sticky
abyss of statistics, I wish to rely on
a few data and the pristine simplicity
of elementary mathematics. With these
basic tools I believe I can give you
a new and reasonably clear understanding
of the gravity of the energy problem.

Exponential growth is ’characterized by
doubling, and a few doublings can lead us
quickly to enormous numbers.

2.

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND; A REVIEW

When a quantity (such as the rate r(t)
of consumption of a resource) grows a
fixed percent per year, the growth is
exponential
■feP
a .u

) =

n0e

(1)

where r is the current rate of consump
tion (at t= 0), e is the base of natural
logarithms, and k is the fractional growth
per year. The quantity r(t) will grow
to twice its initial value in a time
T2 = (£n 2 ) / k ~ 70/P where P, the percent
gi'jwth per year, is 100k. The constancy
of the doubling time of the growth means
that in one doubling time the growing
quantity will double in size, in two
doubling times it will quadruple, in three
doubling times it will grow by a factor
of 23 = 8, in four doublings it will grow
by a factor of 2^ = 16, etc. It Is nat
ural then that we talk of growth in terms
of powers of two.

Populations tend to grow exponentially.
The world population today is estimated
to be 4 billion people and it is growing
at the rate of 1.9 percent per year. It
Is easy to calculate that at this rate
the world population will grow by one
billion in less than 12 years, the pop
ulation will double to 8 billion in 36
years, the population would grow to a
density of one person per square meter on
the dry land surface of the earth (exclu
ding Antarctica) in 550 years, and the
mass of people would equal the mass of the
earth in a mere 1620 years! Tiny growth
rates can yield incredible consequences!
Compound interest on your account in the
savings bank causes the account balance
to grow exponentially. One dollar at
an interest rate of 5% per year compounded
continuously will grow in 500 years to
$72,000,000,000 and today the interest
would be coming in at the magnificent
rate of $114 a second.
Steady inflation causes prices to rise
exponentially. An inflation rate of 6%
per year will, in 70 years, cause prices
to increase by a factor of 64! If the
inflation continues at this rate the
$0.40 loaf of bread we feed our toddlers
today will cost $ 25.60 when the toddlers
are retired and living on their pensions!
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It has even been proven that the number
of miles of highway in the country tends
to grow exponentially (3 ).

Table 1
The Effect of the Discovery
of New Bottles

The reader can begin to suspect that the
world's most important arithmetic is the
arithmetic of the exponential function.
4.

11:58 AM

Bottle No. 1 is one quarter
full.
Bottle No. 1 Is half-full.
11:59 AM
12:00 Noon Bottle No. 1 is full.
12:01 PM
Bottles No,, 1 and 2 are both
full.
12:02 PM
Bottles No,, 1 , 2 , 3, 4 are
all full.
Quadrupling the resource extends the life
of the resource by only two doubling times!
When consumption grows exponentially,
enormous increases in resources are con
sumed in very short times!

EXPONENTIAL GROWTH IN A FINITE
ENVIRONMENT

Bacteria multiply by division (that
sounds odd doesn't it) so that one bac
terium becomes 2 , the two divide to give
4, the 4 divide to give 8 , etc. For
a certain strain of bacteria the time
for this division is one minute. This is
recognized as being exponential growth
with a doubling time of one minute.
I
put one bacterium in a bottle at 11:00
AM and I observe that the bottle is full
at 12:00 Noon. Here is a simple example
of exponential growth in a finite environ
ment. This is mathematically identical
to the case of the exponentially growing
consumption of our finite resources of
fossil fuels. Keep this in mind as you
ponder three questions about the bacteria.

5. t h e l e n g t h o f l i f e of a f i n i t e
RESOURCE WHEN THE RATE OF CONSUMPTION
IS GROWING EXPONENTIALLY

(1)

When was the bottle half-full?
Answer:
11:59 AM.
(2) If you were an average bacter
ium in the bottle, at what time
would you first realize that
you were running out of space?
There is no unique answer to
this question, so let me ask,
"At 11:55 AM, when the bottle
is only 3% filled and is 97%
empty, how many of you would
perceive that there was a
problem?"
Suppose that at 11:58 some farsighted bac
teria realize that they are running out
of space in the bottle and consequently,
with a great expenditure of effort and
funds, they launch a search for new bottles.
They look offshore and in the Arctic,
and at 11:59 AM they discover three new
empty bottles.
Great sighs of relief
come from all the worried bacteria, because
this magnificent discovery is three times
the number of bottles that had hitherto
been known. The discovery quadruples
the total space resource known to the
bacteria. Surely this will solve the
problem so that the bacteria can be selfsufficient in space. The bacterial "Pro
ject Independence" must now have achieved
its goal.
(3) How long can the bacterial
growth continue if the total
space resources are quadrupled?
Answer: Two more doubling
times (minutes)!
Table 1 documents the last minutes in the
bottles.
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Physicists would tend to agree that ex
cept for sunlight, the world's resources
are finite. The extent of the resources
is only incompletely known, although
knowledge about the extent of the remain
ing resources is growing very rapidly.
The consumption of resources is generally
growing exponentially. Let us plot a
graph of the rate of consumption r(t)
of a resource (in units such as tons
per year) as a function of time measured
in years. The area under the curve in
the interval between times t=0 (the present,
where the rate of consumption is r )
and t=T will indicate the total consumption
C in tons of the resource in the time
interval. This is stated mathematically

C

-

A.O)dt

(2)

If resource consumption follows Eq. 1,
then the total resource consumed in the
interval t=0 to t=T Is
(3)
If the known size of the resource is
R tons we can determine the time Te at
which the resource will expire by substi
tuting R for C, and Te for T in Eq. 3.
(T
R

.

-

We may solve this for Te to obtain
T

e

-

This equation is valid for all positive
values of k and for those negative values
of k for which the argument of the logar
ithm is positive. I suspect that Eq. 5
and its application to the resources of
this nation and of the world constitute
the best kept scientific secret of the
century■

6.

HOW LONG WILL OUR FOSSIL
FUELS LAST?

Col. 3

The question of how long our resources
will last is perhaps the most important
question that can be asked in a modern
industrial society. Dr. M. King Hubbert
a geophysicist with the United States
Geological Survey In Reston, Va. is a
world authority on the estimation of
energy resources and on the prediction
of their patterns of discovery and deple
tion. Many of the data used here come
from Hubbert's reports.(4, 5) The three
figures in this paper are redrawn from
figures in his papers. These reports
are required reading for anyone who wishes
to understand the fundamentals and many
of the details of the problem.

Col. 4

Col. 1
Zero
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2 gives statistics on production
of crude oil in the United States.

is the lifetime calculated using
R =’93.4 + 10 to Include the
Alaskan oil.
is the lifetime calculated using
R = 93.4 + 10 + 103.4 = 206.8
to include Alaskan oil and a hy
pothetical estimate of U.S. oil
shale.
Col. 2
28.4 yrs
25.0
22.5
20.5

19.0
17.7
16.6
15.6
14.8
14.1
13.4

Col. 3
31.4 yrs
27.3
24.4
22.1
20.4
18.9
17.7

16.6
15.7
14.9
14.2

Col. 4
62.8 yrs
48.8
40.7
35.3
31.4
28.4
26.0
24.1
22.4
21.1
19.9

Table 2
United States Crude Oil (lower 48 States)
q
Units are ID barrels
(1 barrel= 42 U.S. gallons=158.98 liters)
Ultimate Production
Produced to 1972
Percent of Total Production
produced to 1972
Annual Production rate 1970

190
96.6
50.8%
3.29

Note that since one-half of our domestic
petroleum has already been consumed, the
"petroleum time" in the U.S. is one min
ute before noon! Figure 1 shows the
historical trend in domestic production
of crude oil. Note that from 1870 to 1929
the rate of production of domestic crude
oil increased exponentially at a rate of
8.27 percent per year with a doubling time
of 8.4 years. If the growth in the rate
of production stopped and the rate of
production was held constant at the
1970 rate, the remaining U.S. oil would
last only 28 years!

Fig.l. History of crude oil pro
duction in the U.S. As the resource
expires the production falls below
the exponential straight line curve.

The vast shale oil deposits of Colorado
and Wyoming represent an enormous re
source. Hubbert reports that the oil re
coverable under 1965 techniques is 80 x.io'*
Table 3
barrels, and he quotes other higher es
timates. In the preparation of Table 3,
Life Expectancy in Years of Various Es
I used the figure 103.4 x 10^ barrels
timates of U.S, Oil Reserves for Different
as the estimate of U.S. shale oil so
Rates of Growth of Annual Production
that the reserves used In the calculation
of Col,4 would be twice those that were
a
used in the calculation of Col. 3. This
Units are 10 barrels
table makes it clear that when consumption
is rising exponentially, a doubling of
This table is prepared by using E q . 5 with
the remaining resource results in only a
r0 = 3*29 B barrels per year. Note that
small increase in the life expectancy of
this is domestic production which is
only about one half of domestic consumption. the resource.
Col. 1 is the percent annual growth rate.
Col. 2 is the lifetime of the resource
Anyone who wishes to talk about energy
which is calculated using R =
self-sufficiency in the United States
190-96.6 = 93.4 as the estimated
(Project Independence) must understand
oil remaining in the lower 48
Table 3 and the exponential function
upon which it is based.
states.
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Col. 1

Col. 2

Col. 3

Col. 4

Zero

101 yrs

1
2

69.9
55.3
46.5
40.5

113 yrs
75.4
59.0
49.2
42.6
37.8
34.1
31.2
28.8

147 yrs
90.3
68.5
5'6.2
48.2
42.4
38.0
34.6

26.8

29.5
27.5

Table 4
World Crude Oil, Data
Units are 10^ barrels
Ultimate total production (4)
Produced to 1972
Percent of total production
produced to 1972 (4)
Annual Production Rate 1970

3
4
5

36.0
32.6
29.8
27.6

6

1952
26l

7

8
13.4%
16.7

Note that a little more than one-eighth
of the world oil has been consumed. The
"world petroleum time" is between two and
three minutes before noon, i.e. we are
between two and three doubling times from
the expiration of the resource.

9

25.7
24.1

10

25.1

31.8

From these calculations we can draw a
general conclusion of great importance.
When we are dealing with exponential
we do not need to have an accurate
growth '
estimate of the size of a resource in or
der to make a reliable estimate of how long
the resource will last.
----1.. —
• P R O D U c.t i o h

Fig. 2 shows the historical trend in
world crude oil production. Note that
from 1890 to 1970 the production grew
at a rate of 7.04 percent per year, with
a doubling time of 9.8 years. It is easy
to calculate that the world reserves of
crude oil will last 101 years at the 1970
level of production.
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Table 4 gives statistics on world produc
tion of crude oil.

Table 5 shows the life expectancy of
world crude oil reserves for various
rates of growth of production and shows
the amount by which the life expectancy
is extended if one ad.ds world deposits
of oil shale. Column 4 is based on the
assumption that the available shale oil
is four times as large as the value re
ported by Hubbert. Note again that the
effect of this very large hypothetical
increase in the resource is very small.
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Fig. 2. History of world production of
crude oil. The straight line shows
exponential growth.
As the reader ponders the seriousness
of the situation and asks, "what will
life be like without liquid petroleum
products?" the thought arises of heating
homes electrically or with solar power
and of traveling in electric cars. A
far more fundamental problem becomes
apparent when one recognizes that modern
agriculture is based on petroleum-powered
machinery and on petroleum-based fertili
zers. This is reflected in a definition
of modern agriculture.

Table 5
Life Expectancy in Years of Various Es
timates of World Oil Reserves for
Different Rates of Growth of Annual
Production.
Units are 108 barrels.
This table is prepared by using Eq. 5
with r0 = 16.7 B barrels per year.
Col. 1 is the percent annual growth rate
of production.
Col. 2 is the lifetime of the resource
calculated using R = 1691 as the
, estimate of the amount of the re
maining oil.
Col. 3 is the lifetime calculated using
R = 1691 + 190 = 1881 representing
crude oil plus oil shale.
Col. 4 is the lifetime calculated using
R = 1691 + 4(190) = 2451 which
assumes that the amount of shale
oil is four times the amount which
is known now.

Modern agriculture
is the use of land
to convert petroleum
into food.
ITEM
"We have now reached the point
in U.S. agriculture where we use
80 gallons of gasoline or its
equivalent to raise an acre of
corn, but only nine hours of human
labor per crop acre for the aver
age of all types of produce." (6 )
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It is clear that agriculture as we know
It will experience major changes within
the life expectancy of our students.
With these changes could come a major
further deterioration of world-wide lev
els of nutrition; yet we still have people
who proclaim that Malthus has been proven
to be wrong!

Table 8
Lifetime in Years of United States Coal
The lifetime in years of U.S. coal re
serves (both the high and low estimate)
are shown for several rates of growth
of production from the 1972 level of
0.5(xl0^) metric tons per year.

It has frequently been suggested that
coal will answer the U.S. and world ener
gy needs for a long period in the future.
What are the facts?
Table 6 shows data on U.S. coal production
that are taken from several sources.
Table 6
United States Coal Resource
Units are 10^ metric tons
Ultimate Total Production (4)
High estimate
1486
Low estimate
390
Produced through 1972 (My es
timate from Hubbert's Fig. 22) 50
Percent of ultimate production
produced through 1972
Percent of High estimate
3%
Percent of Low estimate
13%
Coal resource remaining
High estimate
1436
Low estimate
340
Annual Production rate, 1972
0.5
Rate of export of coal, 1974
0.06
Annual Production Rate, 1974
.6
Projected Future Rates of Production
Annual Production Rate 1980
1.3
Annual Production Rate 19 85
2.1

Zero
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

2872 yrs
339
203
149
119
99
86
76
68
62
57
52
49
46

Low
Estimate

680 yrs
205
134
102
83
71
62
55
50
46
42
39
37
35

We can see from Table 8 that even a
modest exponential growth of the rate
of consumption of coal will consume the
"vast U.S. reserves" of coal In a very
short time.

Fig. 3 shows the history of coal produc
tion in the U.S. Note that from i860
to 1910, U.S. coal production grew exponen
tially at 6.69 percent per year
(T;>_ = 10.4 years). The production then
leveled off at 0 .5x 108 tons per year
which, held approximately constant until
1972 whereupon the rate started to rise
steeply.
The 1974 datum and the govern
mental goals for 1980 and 1985 are shown
with crosses. Coal consumption remained
level for 60 years because our growing
energy demands were met by petroleum
and natural ^.s. From the data of Table
6 we can estimate the average annual
rates of growth of coal production as
represented by the government's production
goals.
Table 7
1974 to 1980
1980 to 1985
1974 to 1985

High
Estimate

Fig. 3. History of coal production in
the U.S. The three crosses in the upper
right are the datum for 1974 and the
production goals for 1980 and 1985.

13%
9.6%
11%

7.

WHAT DO THE EXPERTS SAY?

Now that we have seen the facts, let
us examine what some branches of our
federal government say about coal.

Table 8 shows how long the two estimates
of U.S. coal reserves will last for var
ious rates of increase of the rate of
production as calculated from Eq. 5.
1 14

"It is clear, particularly in the
case of coal, that we have ample
reserves." "We have an abundance
of coal in the ground. Simply
stated, the crux of the problem is
how to get it out of the ground
and use it in environmentally
acceptable ways and on an econ
omically competitive basis."
"At current levels of output and
recovery these reserves can be
expected to last more than 500
years." (7)

"He
are
mum
mum

estimated America's coal reserves
so huge, they could last 'a mini
of 300 years and probably a maxi
of 1000 years'".
(9)

While we read these news stories we are
bombarded by advertisements which say
that coal will last a long time at pre
sent rates of consumption and which say
at the same time that we must dramatically
increase our rate of production of coal.
"At the rate the United States uses
coal today, these reserves could help
keep us in energy for the next two
hundred years."
"Most coal used in America today is
burned by electric power plants----(which)— consumed about 400 million
tons of coal last year. By 1985
this figure could jump to nearly
700 million tons".
(10)

Here is one of the most dangerous state
ments in the literature. It is dangerous
because news media and the energy compan
ies pick up the idea that
"United States coal will last over
500 years"

Other advertisements stress just the
500 years (no caveat)

while the media and the energy companies
forget or ignore the important caveat
with which the sentence began,

"We are sitting on half the world's
known supply of coal - enough for over
500 years."
(11)

"At current levels of output--- "
The right hand column of Table 8 shows
that at zero rate of growth of consump
tion even the low estimate of the size
of the U.S. coal resource "will last
over 500 years", but if the government's
initial plan of increasing coal production
at an annual rate of 13% is maintained
without change, then the low estimate
of the U.S. coal resource, will be gone
in 35 years! See Table 7.

Some ads stress the idea of self-suffi
ciency without stating for how long a
period we might be self-sufficient.
"Coal, the only fuel in which America
is totally self-sufficient." (12)
Other ads suggest a deep lack of under
standing of the fundamentals of the
exponential function.

It is absolutely clear that the govern
ment does not plan to hold coal production
constant "at current levels of output."

"Yet today there are still those who
shrill (sic) for less energy and no
growth"
"Now America is obligated to generate
more energy - not less - merely to pro
vide for its increasing population"
"With oil and gas in short supply,
where will that energy come from?
Predominantly from coal. The U.S.
Department of the Interior estimates
America has 23% more coal than we
dreamed of.
4,000,000,000,000
(trillion!) tons of it. Enough for
over 500 years." (the non-sentences
are in the original) (13)

"Coal reserves far exceed supplies
of oil and gas, and yet coal supplies
only 18% of our total energy. To
maintain even this contribution we
will need to increase coal production
by 70% by 1985, but the real aim to increase coal's share of the energy
market will require a staggering
growth rate"
(8)
While the government is telling us that
we must achieve enormous increases in
the rate of coal production, other gov
ernmental officials are telling us that
we can increase the rate of production
of coal and have the resource last for
a very long time.

A simple calculation based on a current
production rate of 0.6x10** tons per year
shows that the growth in the rate of pro
duction of coal can't exceed 0.8% per
year if the ad's 4xl0,a- tons of coal
is to last for the ad's 500 years. Note
that the 4xl012, tons cited in the ad
is 2.8 times the size of the large estimate
of U.S. coal reserves and Is 12 times
the size of the smaller estimate of U.S.
coal reserves as cited by Hubbert.

"The trillions of tons of coal lying
under the United States will have to
carry a large part of the Nation's
increased energy consumption, says
(the) Director of the Energy Division
of theChk Ridge National Laboratories"
15

"It is not true that we are
running out of resources that
can be easily and cheaply
exploited without regard for
future operations."

We may wish that we could have rapid growth
of the rate of consumption and have the
reserves of U.S. coal last for a large
number of years, but first-year college
calculus Is all that is needed to prove
that these two goals are incompatible.
At this critical time in our nation's his
tory we need to shift our faith to cal
culations (arithmetic) based on factual
data and give up our belief in Walt Dis
ney's First Law (14)

His next sentence denies that growth is
a serious component of the energy problem.
"It is not true that we must turn our
back on economic growth" (emphasis is
in the original).

"Wishing will make it so."
Three sentences later he says that there
may be a problem.

On the broad aspects of the energy pro
blem we note that the top executive of
one of our great corporations is probably
one of the world's authorities on the ex
ponential growth of investments and com
pound interest. However he observes that
"the energy crisis was made in Washington."
He ridicules "the modern-day occult pre
diction" of "computer print-outs" and
warns against extrapolating past trends
to estimate what may happen in the future.
He then points out how American freeenterprise solved the great "Whale Oil
Crisis" of the l850's. With this example
as his data base he boldly extrapolates
into the future to assure us that Ameri
can ingenuity will solve the current
energy crisis If the bureaucrats in
Washington will only quit interfering. (15)

"We must face the fact that the well
of non-renewable natural resources is
not bottomless" (19 )
He does suggest that the lack of "leadership
is part of the problem.
We have the opening paper in an energy con
ference in which a speaker from a major
energy company makes no mention of the con
tribution of growth to the energy crisis
when he asserts that
"The core of the energy problem both
U.S, and worldwide" is "our excessive
dependence on our two scarcest energy
resources— oil and natural gas".

We have ads by a major power company
telling us that
"There is an increasing
scarcity of certain fuels■
But there is no scarcity of energy.
There never has been.
There never will be.
There never could be.
Energy is Inexhaustible" (16)
(Emphasis is in the original).

For him continued growth is not part of
the problem, it is part of the solution!
"More energy must be made available at
a higher rate of growth than normal—
in the neighborhood of 6 percent per
year compared to a recent historical
growth rate of 4 percent per year. (20)
And finally we note the Board Chairman of
a major multinational energy corporation
who concludes the discussion "Let's Talk
Frankly About Energy" with his mild assess
ment of what we must do.

We can read that a professor in a school
of mining technology offers "proof"
of the proposition
"Mankind has the right to
use the world's resources
as it wishes, to the limits
of its abilities-- " (17)

"Getting on top of the energy
problem won't be easy. It will
be an expensive and time-consuming
task.
It will require courage
creativeness and discipline-- " (21)

We have the opening sentences of a major
scientific study of the energy problem,

When you compare the facts and the expo
nential calculations with the news
stories, with the statements of public
officials and with the statements in
advertisements from energy companies,
what can you conclude?

"The United States has an abundance
of energy resources; fossil fuels
(mostly coal and oil shale) adequate
for centuries, fissionable nuclear
fuels adequate for millenia and solar
energy that will last Indefini
tely."
(18)

The only thing that is more distressing
than the results of these exponential
calculations is the observation that
so few of our leaders, educators, policy
makers, and "experts" have performed
the calculations or show evidence of
understanding the results.

We can read the words of an educated au
thority who asserts that there is no
problem of shortages of resources,
16

8.

AN EXPONENTIAL SOLUTION

The occasion of our
versary would be an
make the transition
escence to national

The exponential function provides an
interesting "solution" to the energy
and resource problems. If we make the
rate of production of a resource follow
the curve
-(a./R.)t

/U-t) - rue.

6)

the total production from now to infin
ity is exactly equal to the size R of
the resource, (2) (22). WE CAN USE THE
RESOURCE AND HAVE IT LAST FOREVER! This
is the ultimate self-sufficiency. For
the large estimate of U.S. coal, the
production rate would have to decrease
approximately 3 percent per century in
order to assure that U.S. coal would
last forever. The difficulty our nation
would face with this declining rate of
production can be expressed in the question,
"Could we live one year from now with
coal production at the rate it was a
day and a half ago?" This program can
be applied to any resource. If r0 /R
for world petroleum is (1/101) then the
decline in petroleum consumption would
have to be ~ 1 % per year to make petroleum
last forever.

3) We must conserve in the use and con
sumption of everything. We must outlaw
planned obsolescence.
(We must recognize
that, as important as it is to conserve,
the arithmetic shows clearly that impro
bably large savings from conservation will
be wiped out in short times by even modest
rates of growth. Conservation alone can
not do the job).
4) We must recycle almost everything.
Except for the continuous input of sun
light the human race must finish the trip
with the supplies that were aboard when
the "spaceship earth" was launched.

The greatest act of responsibility which
we could perform for our descendants for
all time would be to put our consumption
of coal and other resources on this de
clining curve. Not only Is it proper to
save some resources for those who will
follow us, but it may make the difference
in national self-sufficiency and ulti
mately of national survival.
9.

nation’s 200th anni
appropriate time to
from national adol
maturity.

WHAT DO WE DO NOW?

1) We must educate all of our people to
an understanding of the arithmetic and
consequences of growth, especially in terms
of the earth's finite resources. David
Brower has observed that

5)
to

We must invest great sums in research
A)

Develop the use of solar, geo
thermal, wind and tidal energy.
B) Reduce the problems of nuclear
fission power plants.
C) Explore the possibility that we
may be able to harness nuclear
fusion and other sources of energy.
These investments must not be made with
the idea that if they are successful they
could sustain growth for a few more doub
ling times. They must be made with the
goal that they could take over the energy
load in a mature and stable society in
which fossil fuels are used on a declining
exponential curve that will let them last
forever, and in which fossil fuels are
no longer used to heat buildings but are
saved for the much higher use as chemi
cal raw materials.
6) We must recognize that it is pseudo
science and false technology to promote
ever-increasing rates of consumption of
resources in the hope that science and
technology will rescue us from the con
sequences of our self-centered folly.
It is not acceptable to base our national
future on the motto,

The promotion of growth
is simply a sophisticated way
to steal from our children.2

"When in doubt, gamble."
2) We must educate people to the critical
urgency of abandoning our religious belief
in the disastrous dogma that "Growth is
good", that "Bigger is better", that "We
must grow or we will stagnate" etc., etc.
We must realize that growth Is but an
adolescent phase of life which stops when
physical maturity is reached.
If growth
continues in the period of maturity it is
called obesity or cancer. Prescribing
growth as the cure for the energy crisis
has all the logic of prescribing increasing
quantities of food as a remedy for obesity
or prescribing more cancer as the cure
for cancer.
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7) We can not sit back and deplore the
lack of "leadership" and the lack of res
ponse of our political system. In the
immortal words of Pogo
"We have met the enemy,
and they's us."
We are the leaders, and we are vital parts
of the political system. Everyone of us
has access to dozens of other leaders who
have not yet understood the problem. We
must take the message to all the people
in the spirit of education and service to
which we are completely committed.

The arithmetic makes clear what will hap
pen if we hope that we can continue to
increase our rate of consumption of fossil
fuels. Some experts suggest that the
system will take care of itself and that
growth will stop naturally, even though
they know that cancer, if left to run its
course, always stops when the host is
consumed. My seven suggestions are of
fered in the spirit of preventive medi
cine.
the s m a ll s o c ie ty [2 3 }
by Brickman
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Perhaps you can now appreciate why I say,
The greatest shortcoming
of the human race
is man's inability
to understand
the exponential function.
11.

In spite of the many times that they have
been checked, it is always possible that
I may have made an error in these cal
culations. Please review these calcula
tions carefully and if you find errors
please contact me at once so that I can
make the necessary corrections - and
apologies.
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10.

CONCLUSION

13.

This paper is based on a series of
articles, "Your Physics Class, the
Exponential Function, and the Future
of the Human Race" which has been
submitted by A. A. Bartlett for pub
lication in, "The Physics Teacher."
This journal is published by the
American Association of Physics Tea
chers, Graduate Physics Building,
SUNY at Stony Brook, New York 11794.
The articles will start appearing in
the Oct. 1976 issue.

2)

A. A. Bartlett, Bulletin of the Amer
ican Physical Society, Vol. II, 21,
pg. 42, 1976.

3)

A. A. Bartlett, Civil Engineering,
Dec. 1969, pg. 71 .

4)

"U.S. Energy Resources, A Review as
of 1972, a background paper prepared
at the request of the Hon. Henry M.
Jackson, Chairman of the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs of the
United States Senate, pursuant to
Senate Resolution 45. A National
Fuels and Energy Policy Study, Ser
ial 93-40 (92-75) Part 1" by M. King
Hubbert. U. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
$2.35, 267 pages. This document is
an invaluable source of data on con
sumption rates and trends In consump
tion, for both the U.S.A. and the
world.
In it Hubbert also sets forth
the simple calculus of his methods
of analysis. He does not confine

b y B r ic k m a n

Perhaps the most succinct conclusion that
is indicated by the analysis above is,
and again I use the immortal words of Pogo,
"The future ain't what it used to be!"
The American system of free-enterprise
has flourished for 200 years for the bene
fit of all mankind. Until recently it
has flourished in a world of infinite re
sources. The challenge of the decades
ahead is set forth clearly in the ques
tion,
"Can free-enterprise survive in a
finite world?"
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